D E S K Y O G A
BROUGHT TO YOU BY KIMBERLY KAYLER, FIND YOUR EDGE YOGA
AS MUCH AS WE WANT YOU IN THE STUDIO ALL THE TIME, WE KNOW YOU NEED TO
MAKE A LIVING! BUT ALL THAT SITTING HAS PROVEN TO SHORTEN YOUR
HAMSTRINGS, CREATE LOWER BACK STRAIN AND TIGHTEN THOSE SHOULDERS.
HERE ARE SOME TIPS FOR STRETCHES YOU CAN DO AT YOUR DESK PERIODICALLY
OR DURING A 10-MINUTE BREAK.

SET UP: Sit at the edge of your chair so your feet can be flat
on the floor. Straighten your spine and sit up tall, just as
you would in Tadasana at the top of your mat.

Remember: be sure to stand and move a
little. When we’re seated all day, the
underused glutes and hamstrings lose their
motivation to help us get back up, and we
rely on the upper back and even the neck to
hoist the body to a standing position.

00:01
Sit on your right hand with the
palm face down and stretch
away from the arm, extending
the stretch up through your
triceps and then up to your
neck. Switch sides.

EAGLE ARMS
(bring them up and breathe
three cycles, then switch)

SHOULDER ROLLS
CAT/COWS SEATED
NECK STRETCHES

Sitting up tall, ground down through
the soles of your feet and inhale to
lengthen the spine. Exhale, and twist
gently towards the right side. Reverse.

(drop your ear to your shoulder,
then roll your chin to your chest)

SEATED CRESCENT MOON
SEATED BACKBAND
ARMS STRETCHED OUT

Hands to prayer, pushing into
each other, and come down as far
as you can go without the palms
coming apart.

(then give yourself a hug)

Hip Opener: Pigeon seated, right ankle on top of
your left knee. Flex the right foot and press the
inner border of the foot away from the body,
engaging your toes. Switch.
(if you were feeling comfortable in the pose above you
can choose to go even deeper by folding closer towards
the earth. Connect the fingertips to the ground, relax your
neck and keep the foot flexed to protect your knee.)

Sit on the edge of your chair and lean over
like a forward fold. Release your lower
back. Interlace your fingers behind your
back, bring your hands behind you to the
right side, then drop your neck.

Still seated with your knees bent 90 degrees and your
feet flat, press down from your heels, trying not to move
the feet in toward your chair or use your arms, and
make your way up to standing.

WRIST STRETCHES

Desk shoulder opener: Scoot your chair out and stand a few
feet from your desk so just your hands can touch. Drop your
head between your arms to achieve a good shoulder stretch.

10:00
DESK PLANK and
CHATARANGA

